YOUR JOURNEY
with Sabi Sabi
During this new era

THE WTTC SAFE TRAVELS ACCREDITATION
“Sabi Sabi is recognised as a business which has adopted
health and hygiene global standardised protocols.”
- World Travel Tourism Council

WELCOME BACK
We are glad to announce that our private game reserve, wildlife encounters and
traditional warm hospitality are once again accessible to the public. That being
said, at Sabi Sabi the health and safety of our guests, staff, and all those who visit
our camps and lodges, is our top priority. Take a look at how we will ensure your
health and safety while creating our benchmark Sabi Sabi experience for you.

GUEST EXPERIENCES
We have carefully considered your experience, from pre-arrival to departure, and created a
suitable environment to ensure your safety, as well as ours. Communal interaction in our
lodges, room services, dining experiences and activities have been adjusted accordingly to
ensure you still receive the Sabi Sabi experience with complete peace of mind.

LODGE & ROOMS

ACTIVITIES

Our private suites and all
public areas of the lodges
have been carefully prepared
to receive guests comfortably
and safely. Importantly our
open areas and views to the
bush remain unspoilt and will
be a key attraction.

Guests are orientated and
are given safety briefings

Lodge capacity is limited
allowing for safe social
distancing
Quarantine facilities are
available if required

CULINARY EXPERIENCES

Our daily routines and
activities have been adjusted
to ensure the highest safety
standards are met. However,
you will still experience the
Sabi Sabi quality guiding and
safari experience that we have
crafted since 1979.

Our dining areas have been
increased and modernized
with safety protocols,
allowing guests to fully
immerse themselves in the
culinary experience that we
have become renowned for
over the years.

Maximum of six guests per
safari group (Guests travelling
together may consent to
8 guests per safari)
On board sanitizers and
hygiene packs are available
with your Ranger
Exclusive use of a safari vehicle
(with prior arrangement)
available on request

Menus are available digitally
and can be viewed from the
comfort of your device
Dining areas have been
increased to allow for safe
social-distancing
Pantries, cold storage and
preparation areas meet strict
hygiene standards

STAFF & SERVICE
Our priority during this time is to protect the health and safety of our staff
and guests while maintaining our hearty Sabi Sabi service that many have
become accustomed to over the years. We have adopted strict safety
protocols and routines and have a dedicated team managing these while
keeping abreast of the latest developments regarding Covid-19.

WE NOW HAVE A FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL CLINICIAN
As an added precaution to ensure health and safety requirements are met at all
times, a full-time professional clinician is available to assist you in the case of any
medical emergency and will consult in conjunction with Dr. Simon King (who
remains on call remotely), who has assisted us with extensive medical protocol
advice. This means you are in the hands of trained professionals, should you
experience any COVID-19 associated symptoms.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Much has changed behind the scenes at Sabi Sabi. Here are some of
the changes we have implemented to create a safe environment

Access to around-the-clock medical
response services as well as regular
updates from medical professionals
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Health and safety officers effectively
monitor, manage and enforce safety
protocols
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Staff training and proactive screening
protocols are in place for early detection

Fully equipped suites reserved at all times to
be used as isolation facilities when required

Contractors and sub-contractors are
screened regularly and adhere to our
strict safety standards

WHAT DOES COVID-19 MEAN FOR OUR
FUTURE?
Our mission at Sabi Sabi is far greater than solely being a tourism organisation. We
want to build a sustainable future by creating experiences and instilling knowledge
that inspires advancement on our beautiful planet for generations to come. We
know that this can only be made possible with you, our guests.
LEARN MORE

LOOKING FORWARD TO
YOUR STAY WITH US
In-line with the Sabi Sabi ethos, our aim is
to create a homely environment, where
you feel safe and enjoy your time spent
with us. While we have implemented
many changes to ensure everyone's
safety, great care has been taken to
limit the impact on your experience
as our guest.

We encourage you to email us if you need more information or have a specific
question about our health and safety protocols - info@sabisabi.com
“Thank You For Your Support”

